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Built with a lifetime of service in mind. The Schuck Cushion Hitches contain injection
molded Urethane Cushions to absorb thrust shock and a high density Polyethylene Bearing
to increase tongue load. Cushioning reduces wear on the entire drive train of the truck,
increases gas mileage through the reduction of jerk, and greatly reduces driver fatigue.

300 series

We recommend the 300 series for towing mostly empty wagons with very little tongue
weight. The 700 series has twice as many cushions and bearings and works well for full
wagons or applications with a good bit of tongue weight. The 800 series is super heavy duty!
Applications include fertilizer dealers, tractor draw bars, and implements with excessive tongue weight.

Light Duty Cushion Hitch

340 model, 20,000 GTW/ 500 TW

800 series

Easy Hook Up Cushion Hitch

•Similar to 740 with ½ as many cushions
•1" tongue hole
•5/8" pin and clip included
•Fits most class 3, 4, & 5 receiver hitches with a 2" square opening
•2 5/8" drop (may also be used in rise position)
HC340

700 series

$232. 00

Heavy Duty Cushion Hitch

HC750RTR
•1" tongue hole
•5/8" pin and clip included
•Tongue extends and swivels side-to-side for easy hookup
HC750RTR

Fits 2" receivers
4¾" drop 40,000 GTW, 1,000 TW

$558. 00

HC750RTR25

Fits 2½" receivers
4¾" drop 40,000 GTW, 1,000 TW

$582. 00

Best
Seller!

Quic 'n Easy

•Most popular model
•1" tongue hole
•5/8" pin and clip included
•Fits most class 3, 4, & 5 receiver hitches with a 2" square opening
•Tongue will be 3¾" lower than the top of your receiver opening.
HC740

740 model, 40,000 lb GTW/ 1,000 lb TW

$332. 00

Super Heavy Duty Cushion Hitch

•1" tongue hole
•5/8" pin and clip included
•Fits most class 3, 4, & 5 receiver hitches with a 2" square opening
•Very similar to the 740 model, but much heavier.
HC840

Super Heavy Hitch 40,000 lb GTW/2,000 TW

$448. 00

Rebuild Kits

•Includes cushions & bearings
HCR300
HCR700
HCR800
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Rebuild kit for 300 series
Rebuild kit for 700 series
Rebuild kit for 800 series

$57.95
$103.95
$135.95

The original DMI hitch
•Extends and swivels side to side for easy hookup
•Patented Tow Cushioned System for smooth ride and start/stop
•Ideal for horses and livestock
•Less truck frame fatigue and lower maintenance costs
•Trucks w/ rear fuel tanks may not have enough room to mount hitch
•www.unitedtruckparts.com
Note: Freight extra to zone A/B/C = $59/$79/$99
HCQIII

DMI Quic'nEasy, 14,000 GTW/1,400TW
Custom install brackets (call for application)

Weaver Distributing - Where quality is not a question !

$599. 00
$195.00
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Flex-point

Best Harvest Moisture Tester

MAFP

MK6071U

MK6992
MAFPG

Turn your 3-Point Hitch on your tractor into a 2" receiver, or a
gooseneck ball. 2" receiver accepts any standard 2" ball-mount or
accessory.
•MAFP: Includes category 1 pins
•MAFPG: Includes category 2 pins and 2 5/16" ball
MAFP
MAFPG
MAFPP1
MAFPP2
HALP516
HALP716

$199.00

10K Receiver
10K Receiver, 10K Gooseneck
Replacement pair of Category 1 pins
Replacement pair of Category 2 pins
5
/16" replacement lynch
7
/16" replacement lynch

Category 1 pins:

5/8

$299.00
$11.99
$11.99
$0. 85
$0.99

" diameter / Category 2 pins: 1 " diameter
1/8

Determine when to ensile, bale, harvest and place crops into storage
•Most accurate moisture tester available
•Scales reads .10% rather than to nearest 1% or 2%
•No thermostat to go bad
•Built-in automatic shut off timer
•Results up to 30% faster
•Runs hotter internally but is cooler to the touch
•Stainless steel construction
•Detailed manual with USDA specs
•Use for corn, wheat, oats, grain, hay, beans, wood chips and more
MK6071U
MK6991
MK6992
MK6994

Best Harvest moisture tester w/ deluxe scales
Replacement deluxe digital scales
Replacement weighing bowl
Replacement SS specimen container

$409.00
$89.95
$8.99
$49.00

Air Lift Airbags

See Page 124
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